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Costco is a remarkable business. 

I spent most of October researching the company and the
industry in which it operates. In this thread, I'll attempt to
summarize just a few of the things I learned during this
process. $COST 
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First of all, you cannot understand Costco unless you visit a warehouse. You can read the 10-

K and study the numbers, but you need to see it for yourself.  
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Yesterday, I became a $COST member primarily 
because I am researching the company and wanted 
to experience it firsthand.  

Here are some observations, both about the 
experience and a few pricing examples. 

I easily saved more than the $60 membership cost 
on my first visit. 
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To understand Costco, you need to understand Sol Price who founded FedMart in 1954. He

was the mentor of Costco co-Founder Jim Sinegal. Sinegal has credited Price with teaching

him "everything" he knows about retailing. Everything.  
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So, you really need to understand Sol Price if you want to understand the mentality behind

Costco's operating model. Price wanted to *reduce* gross margin as much as possible and

viewed himself as a *fiduciary* for customers. A remarkable man. 
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How far back do you go when researching a 
company? 

In the case of Costco, it's quite impossible to study 
the business without understanding Jim Sinegal's 
career. 

And it is quite impossible to understand Jim 
Sinegal's career without reading about Sol Price.  

$COST 
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Read the full conversation on Twitter

26 Reply Copy link
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When Sol Price was fired from FedMart after he sold a controlling stake to a German retailer,

he quickly started Price Club. In 1983, Price declined Bernie Brotman's idea of franchising

Price Club in the Northwest. This caused Brotman to raise capital and start Costco. 
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Jim Sinegal came on board as co-Founder and CEO of Costco. Charlie Munger had this to

say about Sinegal: 
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Sinegal took Sol Price's principles and built Costco into a major player in the warehouse club

industry. In 1993, Costco and Price Club merged with Sinegal serving as CEO of the

combined company.  
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Costco's business model is based on several factors: 

- Membership Dues  

- Shopping Frequency 

- Scale Economics 

- Low Operating Costs

- Inventory Management 
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Membership dues are critical for Costco for several reasons. Dues are $60 for a basic

membership and $120 for Executive membership. Aside from recurring revenue, dues allow

Costco to reduce gross margin and further reinforce the consumer value proposition. 
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A common misconception is that Costco considers dues to be the source of its profit while

selling merchandise at cost. This isn't how Sol Price or Jim Sinegal think about it.  
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When you pay a flat fee in exchange for a benefit, you have an incentive to use it frequently.

This results in members visiting Costco frequently. Also, most members are loyal and only

join one membership warehouse. This drives repeat visits. 
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Sol Price added pharmacies to FedMart stores to drive frequency. The same thing was done

at Price Club and Costco. Ancillary services like gasoline also drive visits to the warehouses. 
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The "treasure hunt" atmosphere also drives repeat visits. It makes what is normally drudgery

(shopping for household items) a bit more fun. And it leverages the scarcity mindset that

influences behavior, per Cialdini. 
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Costco has rapid inventory turnover, typically 12x or better, and this results in greater

efficiency than other big box retailers. It also means that vendors effectively provide capital

for the inventory, as bills to suppliers are typically paid after sales to customers. 
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Scale economics. Costco has ~4,000 SKUS vs. 140,000 SKUs in a typical Wal-Mart. The fact

that Costco only has 840 warehouses and a limited number of SKUs makes it MUCH less

complicated to manage logistics. Also, the warehouses are the stores. These are not small

advantages. 
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Low operating costs are possible even given higher than market compensation for employees

because of the economies of scale and limited number of SKUs. As a result, Costco usually

keeps SG&A costs below 10% of revenue, below competitors.  
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Operating margin tends to be higher for international warehouses for a number of reasons

(see screen shot), with the upside being that Costco has the potential to improve company-

wide operating margins as international expansion continues. 
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Costco has only six warehouses in continental Europe (Spain and France) with obvious room

for significant expansion in those countries and adjacent countries. There are only 2

warehouses in all of China. Costco recently entered New Zealand. They are just getting

started imo. 
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An aside: Costco sells a ridiculous amount of gasoline. 
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Costco's two main competitors in the U.S. are the Sam's Club division of Wal-Mart and BJ's

Wholesale. Sam's has less than half of Costco's productivity measured by sales per square

foot. BJ's is even lower and is more of a regional player focused on groceries. 
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The twenty year history of Costco is very strong, as summarized here: 
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But the shares are expensive at 38x trailing earnings.  

Are the shares too expensive? 

It depends on your assumptions for growth as well as what you think the market will value

the company's earnings at going forward.  
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Costco could have 1,100 warehouses by 2032 and could approach $14 billion of net income

(~$31.50/share) (not a prediction, but one of the scenarios I mapped out). The issue is that if

the P/E compresses, shareholders will not benefit commensurately from price appreciation.  
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If Mr. Market values Costco at 38x earnings in 2032, you will get price appreciation equal to

net income growth. But what if the terminal P/E is 20x? The shares would then trade at

$630, just 26% above today's price, or 2.3% annualized.
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That's not a prediction. But it is a possible outcome. If you're paying 38x earnings for a large

company, you have to at least entertain the possibility of multiple compression.  
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• • •

This thread barely scratches the surface.  

The result of my research is a 42 page write-up which you can read at the link below. It is

paywalled (at modest cost), but if you're interested in $COST, I think you will find it useful. 

Thanks for reading! 

Costco Wholesale Corporation
In this profile, we examine Costco's impressive track record and consider whether
future growth prospects are likely to justify today's lofty valuation.

https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/costco-wholesale-corporation
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